


**Book - Chapter In, Research**


**Journal Article - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


Conference Contribution - Other


Performance - Research - Live


Farrow, A. R. (2001). Self-Portrait with Mangoes Students of Massey University Massey University Square Edge, Palmerston North, NZ Palmerston North, NZ 15

Hawes, S., Farrow, A. R. (2001). The house of dust Students of Massey University Massey University Square Edge Arts Centre Palmerston North, NZ

Oral Presentation - Professional


Emerson, L. E., MacKay, B. R. (2001). Developing and supporting a community of learners online: Getting started. Presented to: Massey University, Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ. November 9, 12, 14.


Other - Concise Publications

Emerson, L. E., Poole, R. G. (2001). Why can't we get it together? Collaborative model(s) of writing instruction. Working Papers. Palmerston North, NZ: Massey University, School of English and Media Studies


Working Papers


Monographs


School of Health Sciences

Journal Article - Research


**Journal Contribution - Research**


**Journal Article - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**

Gilmour, J. A. (2001). A critical approach to research based teaching. (pp. 19-22). In S. Paewai, & G. Suddaby (Eds.) (ed(s)). *Towards understanding the interdependence of research and teaching: Occasional papers from the Vice-Chancellor's Symposium on the Research Teaching Nexus, May 2, Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ.* Palmerston North, NZ: Massey University.


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**


Van Wissen, K. (2001). The participant-researcher relationship in qualitative nursing research (25 *Advancing Nursing through Research Conference, March 16-17, Waikato Hospital, Hamilton, NZ.* New Zealand Nurses Organization, Nursing Research Section.

**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


Nursing Through Research”, March 16-17, Bryant Education Centre, Waikato Hospital, Hamilton, NZ.


Huntington, A. D. (2001). Dangerous liaisons: What can postmodern feminist theorising possibly have to offer nursing?. Contesting Conversations in Practice, Education, Research and Policy, November 4-7, Adelaide, SA.


Conference Contribution - Full Conference Paper


Oral Presentation - Professional


McVeigh, C. A. (2001). Who are the fathers?. Presented to: Griffith University, School of Nursing, Nathan, Australia. September 12.


Other - Concise Publications

LaGrow, S. J. (2001). Defining rehabilitation in terms of purpose, process, the population served and the principles by which it is governed. New Zealand Rehabilitation Bulletin. Palmerston North, NZ: New Zealand Rehabilitation Association April.
Thesis - Doctoral

Gilmour, J. A. (2001). On the margins: Nurses and the intermittent care of people with dementia: A discourse analysis.. Massey University Library Palmerston North Massey University. 252 265


School of History, Philosophy & Politics

Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


Journal Contribution - Research


Journal Contribution - Research - Review


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


**Oral Presentation - Professional**


**Thesis - Doctoral**


**School of Language Studies**

**Book - Chapter In, Research**


**Journal Article - Research**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**

Haddon, R. M. (2001). Separatism versus reunification: political visions of China- Taiwan relations in fiction from Taiwan. *New Zealand Political Studies Association, December 7-9, , Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ.*

Soulliere, E. F. (2001). Ming imperial women - A system from hell?. *Social Science Seminar Series, May 3, , Massey University, Wellington, NZ.*

Soulliere, E. F. (2001). Palace woman in the Ming dynasty. *New Zealand Association for Asian Studies 14th International Conference Asian Futures, Asian Traditions, November 28 - December 1, , Canterbury University, Christchurch, NZ.*

**Oral Presentation - Community**


**Oral Presentation - Professional**


**Technical Reports**


**School of Maori Studies**

**Book - Chapter In, Research**


**Journal Article - Research**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


**Exhibition - Research - Solo**


Exhibition - Research - Group

Rakena, R. M., Bryant, L P. (2001). turanga # 3 Wellington City Art Gallery Interdisciplinary performance Wellington, New Zealand 0


Other - Extension Activities


Thesis - Doctoral

Waldon, J. A. (2001). Rapua Te Ora A Role of Budget Holding in the Provision of Public Health Services for Maori.. partial completion of the degree of Master of Public Health, Department of Public Health, Wellington University of Otago. 206

Thesis - Masterate


Technical Reports


Forster, M. E. (2001). Baseline and second wave results for the under 15 sample from all four regions in the Te Hoe Huku Roa Project. Massey University, Palmerston, North. 0 pp.


**School of Psychology**

**Book - Chapter In, Research**


**Journal Article - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Article - Professional & Other**

**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Journal**


Conference Contribution - Poster


Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation


Habermann, G. M. (2001). The place of inferential miscommunication in models of communicative competence. *14th New Zealand Linguistic Society Conference, August 30-September 1, LINGSOC XIV Linguistic Society Conference*, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, NZ.


Merrick, P. L. (2001). Cognitive therapy and older people. What is the state of the evidence?. *RANZCP Faculty of Psychiatry of Old Age Annual Meeting, October 24*, Christchurch, NZ.


**Conference Contribution - Full Conference Paper**


**School of Social & Cultural Studies**

**Authored Book - Research**


**Book - Chapter In, Research**


**Journal Article - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


Lawn, J. M. (2001). Gothic down under: the southern(most) Gothic and Dunedin. *Gothic Cults and Cultures, 14-17 June,* , Simon Fraser University at Harbour Centre, 515 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, British Columbia....


Conference Contribution - Full Conference Paper


Report for External Body-Commissioned


Oral Presentation - Community


Other - Concise Publications


Technical Reports


Monographs

**School of Sociology, Social Policy & Social Work**

**Authored Book - Research**


**Edited Book - Research**


**Book - Chapter In, Research**


**Journal Article - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Article - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Journal

Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book


Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation

Beatson, P. R., Perry, P. E. (2001). Disability: The invisible constituency. New Zealand Political Studies Association Conference, December 7-9, New Zealand Political Studies Association Conference, Palmerston North, NZ.


Murray, M. E. (2001). Over her dead body: From her to eternity. Women's Studies Association Conference, June 1-3, , Rangi Ruru Girls School, Christchurch, NZ.


Patterson, L. G. (2001). 'I became a solo mum not by choice, but I'm glad i am': Becoming a lone parent. SAANZ Conference: Social Diversity and the Politics of Exclusion, November 26-28, , Palmerston North, NZ.


Conference Contribution - Full Conference Paper


**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


**Oral Presentation - Community**


**Oral Presentation - Professional**


Jakobs, J. V., Lunn, M. S. (2001). *The battle for resources: Community organisations negotiate change*. Presented to: School of Sociology, Social Policy & Social Work, Massey University,


**Other - Concise Publications**


**Thesis - Doctoral**

Shaw, R. H. (2001). 'Shaping the bureau or maximising the budget? Rational choice, historical institutionalism and bureaucratic reform in New Zealand.' Massey University Library Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ. 307

**Sleep/Wake Centre**

**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Journal**


**Social & Health Outcome Research & Evaluation**

**Journal Article - Research**


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**


**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


**Technical Reports**


**The School of People, Enviroment & Planning**

**Authored Book - Research**

**Book - Chapter In, Research**


**Journal Article - Research**


McKenna, M., Le Heron, R., Roche, M. M. (2001). Living local, growing global: renegotiating the export production regime in New Zealand's pipfruit sector. *Geoforum, 32* (2), 157-166 May http://kea.massey.ac.nz/search/fgeoforum/fgeoforum/1,1,1,B/l856&FF=fgeoforum&1,0,,1,0.


**Journal Contribution - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Article - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


Scheyvens, R. A. (2001). The teaching-research nexus: Personal experiences from a young geographer. (pp. 31-34). InS. Paewai & G. Suddaby (Eds.) (ed(s)). *Towards Understanding the Interdependence of Research and Teaching*, May 2, Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ. Palmerston North, NZ: Massey University.


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**

**Conference Contribution - Poster**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


**Oral Presentation - Professional**


**Other - Concise Publications**


**Thesis - Doctoral**


**Technical Reports**